Optical activity of octopus metarhodopsins.
The optical activity of octopus rhodopsin, acid metarhodopsin and alkaline metarhodopsin was studied by a sensitive and rapid CD apparatus. For sometime it has been thought that cephalopod metarhodopsins do not have any optical activity associated with their main absorption band. However, the present work shows that acid metarhodopsin in digitonin has a positive CD band at 498 nm and a negative CD band at 436 nm and alkaline metarhodopsin has a negative CD band at 381 nm. Detergent affected the wavelength of the CD peak of the visual pigments though the pattern of the spectrum was similar. From these results it is concluded that the conformation of all-trans retinal in octopus metarhodopsin is influenced by the asymmetric conformation of the protein near the retinal and therefore inducing optical activity.